PAY AS YOU THROW - CART SYSTEM

Deffenbaugh Industries will soon introduce an innovative trash and recycling collection system that will create a cleaner environment for your community, streamline waste collection, and create a safer environment for our workers.

The new collection system will require that you place your carts in a certain manner at the curb to ensure proper collection.

- Please have your carts at the curb by 7 a.m.
- All trash must be placed in bags inside the cart with the black lid.
- All recycling should be placed loosely inside the cart with the yellow lid - no bags or sorting required. Trash is not accepted in the cart with the yellow lid.
- Make sure the wheels of the carts are positioned toward your house line. See pictures on the right.
- Place carts at the curb either on separate sides of the driveway or on the same side with at least 3 feet of space between the carts and other objects, i.e. cars or mailboxes. See pictures on the right.
- Any trash that does not fit in the cart with the black lid should be placed beside the cart in bags with appropriate Pay As You Throw stickers. Pay As You Throw stickers are sold 10 to a sheet for $12.50 and can be ordered by calling 913-631-3300. Recycling is unlimited.
- All yard waste must be placed in paper bags or bundles secured with biodegradable twine or string not exceeding 4 feet in length and 18 inches in diameter.
- Weekly yard waste limits vary by city and time of year. Please visit your city’s website for details.
- All cardboard and corrugated materials should be cut into pieces no larger than 2 x 2 feet and may be placed beside the recycling cart if they do not fit inside.
- Please note: separate trucks will be in your area at different times to collect trash, recycling and yard waste.
- To dispose of your old trash can, please mark it clearly with the words “Throw container away”.
- To use your old trash can for recycling or yard waste, please mark it clearly. Ask about our recycling and yard waste decals. Please note: trash will not be collected from non Deffenbaugh containers.

PAY AS YOU THROW STICKERS 
are available for purchase throughout the KC Metro Area. Visit www.deffenbaughinc.com for current locations.
Please sign up on the Deffenbaugh Industries homepage to receive personal alerts like holiday schedules and weather delays.

Materials accepted and not accepted in our curbside recycling program

Please visit www.deffenbaughinc.com for detailed lists.

**YES LIST**
- NEWSPAPERS
- MAGAZINES
- OFFICE PAPER
- CEREAL BOXES & SOFT DRINK CARTONS
- PLASTICS
- ALUMINUM CANS
- FOOD CANS
- BROCHURES & CATALOGS

**NO LIST**
- GLASS
- FOOD WASTE
- MEDICAL & HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE
- TRASH
- PLASTIC BAGS & STYROFOAM
- SHREDDED PAPER
- FROZEN FOOD CONTAINERS

Where can I recycle my glass?
Deffenbaugh Industries is proud to be a partner of Ripple Glass. We encourage residents to take their glass to a Ripple Glass location to be recycled. For more information and a list of glass drop off locations, please visit rippleglasskc.com.